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FOREWORD
Dear Readers,
We strive to satiate your thirst for fine artistry with every issue; again we have broken
grounds and done a bit more to harness the best of creativity surging through our sphere.
Although, ―selecting (from the hundreds of submissions) for every issue of Lunaris
Review is like dribbling a lip pass a lactating teat, the harder the drilling effort, the
better the process yields.‖ (Nana Arhin Tsiwah)
Consequently, we are confident and delighted to present the astounding Issue 4 of
Lunaris Review, which houses astounding works that make a fine-tuned stretch of art
graced with brilliant aestheticism. Or better still ―texts that are psycho-philosophical
explorations, bordering on re-imaging and re-imagining‖ (Damilare Bello) and ―stories
that are complex, encompassing religion and science, and then ending with self
questioning, and beautifully‖. (Andanje Wobanda) More so, sprinkled in flourishing
abundance are poetic gospels that ―reveal the true beauty of life…with deep imagery‖
(Adedamola Adefolahan) and artworks ―very pleasing to the eye, yet aggressive and
aesthetically powerful!...Demeanour of Art that floors one with a pattern of warm glory
and horizontal images. (Artist Carol Brown)
For this reason, we are inestimably grateful to those who entrusted us their works and
those who gave us the opportunity to share their creativity.
In addition, I would like to use this medium to appreciate the tireless effort of the
editorial team and in welcoming the new Managing Editor of Lunaris Review, Eniola
Cole, who has been responsible for the coordination of the journal‘s affair.
Dear readers, we urge your continual readership and support alike, and we would rather
allow the issue speaks for itself than engage you in a long-winded enticing narrative.
Do have a blissful reading.
Tolulope Oke
Founding Editor/Publisher, Lunaris Review

The Dark Empty House
Often, I observe curious faces flattened against the board fence work encircling the
large dark house. Through knot holes those faces peer, murmuring absently as I
pass homeward from the mercantile, or maybe from my sometimes twilight stroll
beside the heather. It is not daily that I meet these sorts. But when I do encounter
them I am wont to overhear quiet commentaries
―They say it‘s proved.‖
―Can‘t believe the gentleman lives there‘n.‖
―S‘pose you gotta credit the tale by now.‖
―I‘ll just keep my distance, I will.‖
―Have ya ever heard of that?‖
Such remarking and trepidation are apt of course, considering the house they gaze
upon is currently inhabited by both the living and the deceased. This provocative,
widely-known fact beams from that tall sombre edifice an irresistible allure to many
a speculative mind.
―Look! Look!‖ they insist breathlessly.
And, mouths ajar, the gathered several will gasp at a vaporous phantom passing or
pausing before an undraped window frame.
Truly the building is haunted. This is no ghost story. They discussed the house in
Scientific American for a spell, and of course here in our own Daily Post; and once,
I am informed, on that new wireless invention they are calling radio. The military
men even investigated the phenomenon, prowling about the grounds as long as
discipline kept sure, which was not long.
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Another specter will cloud a windowpane then and the onlookers will hush and
tremble, shivering to their very heart-strings. And the shiver is not one of ―Perhaps‖
or ―Might it be true,‖ but rather of ―Behold, it is so!‖ and ―Would it were fancy!‖
Patently then the spectators betray a craving to flee. Even so they stall, submitting
to their more potent compulsion to see, to evaluate, and to mentally contrive
measures of protection against this otherworldly menace.
On occasion I speak directly to one of these men or women. If, by chance, I discern
among them a soul more intrigued and receptive than affrighted and gawky, I offer,
―Would you like to come in?‖
Most turn away mortified at first, and then muted by fear.
I unbolt the postern gate and step through. For a moment I stand in the breach,
holding it wide, that one might follow. Usually my admirers avert their interests
entirely then. A face will crimson and jerk askance, another will stare intently at the
barren soil, a third will stand pouring fresh perspiration onto his collar while his
hard-bitten wife sets her fists into her pockets, stepping backward. From time to
time, however, someone indulges my hospitality. To them, with handsome goodwill, I give a tour.
***
After the tour, as I pause on the west veranda bidding my guest farewell, I feel the
scruple of cruelty. But I feel cruel the way a mentor revealing a harsh truth feels
cruel. I see the fullness and tightness of my guest‘s throat as visibly he restrains his
inward sobs and nausea. I see the hollowness of my guest‘s cast as from me she
looks weakly to the cracked road beyond. Even considering such woeful and
desperate departures, I still judge those who enter the building as ready for its
unbalancing lesson. Were it otherwise, I justify to myself, they would not accept my
invitation in the first place.
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A few disturbed souls return to me, after varying intervals, to beg counsel. I hear in
their troubles how wounding this passage through my house was. Here is a typical
example: One gentle lady related that after withdrawing from my rooms and halls,
after witnessing there the tangible movements of the deceased and the subtle
intercourse between themselves and us, she retreated fear-stricken to the presumed
safety of her own dwelling; but there, said she, the dead awaited her. My tour, she
noted with contrition, had taught her to see them. Most of her life she had occupied
her home without recognizing the dead, she confessed, but now she saw and felt
them moving around her constantly. They had always been there! She erupted. The
woman described a lengthy process of adjustment. Firstly, said she, ―I felt a panting
terror which drove me from my home absolutely‖. Secondly, her curiosity
rebounded toward a toleration that allowed daylight visits to the property. Thirdly,
she steadied into a morbid resignation that gave her courage to return for good. And
finally, she found herself acknowledging and inter-acting with the deceased,
willingly even embracing their presence and companionship.
This transition harrows the few who undergo it, and the genuine sympathy I feel
watching them leave my premises, knowing they are now to begin this trial. But
those who survive the process inhabit their apartments with greater cognizance, I
believe. For they understand then the occult realities of their surroundings, and,
being thus better attuned to them, engaging them more authentically. Occasionally,
one succumbs, yes. But even the suicides frequently elect to stay nearby after
killing themselves. I have asked many a suicide why this be so. They always
decline to answer.
***
My house is empty. Not yet a century old, it appears distinctly older under its
decrepit siding and crumbling gables. We enter through the front door to the
vestibule and no comforting carpet welcomes you there, not even a common hat
stand awaits your cane or parasol. It is dark. In the darkness, as the iron door latch
catches behind us, you climb with me the broad stairway, feeling carefully for your
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steps and noting with disquiet the odors of mist and of rot. A penny candlestick
faintly illumines the staircase landing and guides our creaky ascent until I take up
its brass holder and proceed along the corridor. The echoes of our own footfalls trail
us. No rugs to absorb our tread here, no swags of woolen ornament to muffle the
clop-clop of our passing. Bare walls and naked floors render the deceased more
distinguishable, I should explain. Their scratching and shuffling attain the audible
then, their evanescent forms the visible. Only when the house is dark and empty can
you perceive its hidden spirits.
Customarily I lead you first to a closet owned by two suicides. The cold of their
souls seeps into us both. And instantly you cease moving when you hear their
moaning – how they moan to one another songs of solace. I invite you then into the
single chamber where I spend my solitary days. It houses a folding cot, a heaterstove, a short stool for sitting and my scant wardrobe. We sit – you upon the stool,
me at the cot – and, with a gesture, I forestall further sound. You then ingest fully
the susurrus transacting of the dead. They ruffle my bedclothes and abrade the
stovepipe and rub the wash basin and you hear. You watch them blend with each
other and divide again as shadow-forms that dart between you and the candle glow.
They brush your cheek. They pick at your clothes. They swaddle you in an eerie
breathy chill. You are surprised as I begin then to address them individually, to
greet them with respect, with deference even, caressing these sundry dead of my
acquaintance. But then, amidst this ghastly pageant, the profoundest epiphany
blooms in you. Your expression tightens with utter dread. All at once you age a
lifetime before me and withdraw deeply into yourself. In our silent attention to the
presence and personality of the deceased you have glimpsed a truth that alters you
fundamentally, that painfully enlarges your perception.
Once you fully comprehend the implications of this truth, and I observe in you a
burgeoning rejection of it and a desire to flee our interview, gingerly I excuse
myself from my cot and offer the door. You flee indeed. Headlong you rush the
corridor, tripping down the stairwell, flinging yourself off my veranda. I follow.
5

Slowly. Invariably, you have left the front entrance agape. Invariably, I find you
sagged with gasps, or bent athwart the rail of my steps. But there you wait for me –
tearful, nauseous – projecting at me an excruciating hope for some kind of
reassurance.
I nod severely. I feel my regretful cruelty. For I can offer no reassurance.
You pass then wobbling along to the postern gate, and through. From the cracked
road beyond I watch you look back, forever different.
***
My guests fancy they have escaped my house when they first quit the property.
They presume that by galloping off from my grounds they leave behind the dead.
But grossly this simplifies the truth they experience during their visit. For in
suffering the haunting of my house, they awaken to the haunting of every house.
Keener eyes they carry home then, staring freshly into the crackling hearths and
brightened gas lamps of their parlours, drawing from these old comforts no further
comfort. The warmth, the light, the cushions of their divans, the flow of their
visitors – all of these they identify now as evasions, as salves, as distractions from
their own ghosts. With these extravagances, they realise, they have been protecting
themselves from their own dead. And then, despite a strenuous reluctance to accept
this, they begin detecting their own dead. There is no escaping the deceased once
you understand they are there. For-ever, for the rest of your days, you know that
beneath the eloquent songs of the gramophone, behind that cheerful repartee of a
shared luncheon, moans the restless sorrow of your own haunting.

Stephenson Muret
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remove them
one by one
like a dress
on moonlight-filled night
take away
what covers me until
you see
there is no face
hidden beneath.
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Staircase Life
I‘ve had millennia
of climbing
like Sisyphus
rolling a stone up
the hill
guarding my liver
with each quivering
step
waiting for the vista
found above.

Angelica Fuse
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On the death of my father
You are gone and with you I cannot converse
my prayer our only communication channel
This phone call will certainly reach you
My cries no longer heave
I have started to play the piano again
got that pixie cut with long bangs
I know you are well
I can feel you
I see you smile

Sofia Kioroglou1

Sofia Kioroglou‘s ―On the death of my father: is the best way to erect a
monument of words for a beloved dead father: it‘s potent and spiritual! – Nana
Arhin Tsiwah
1
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The Closet
I know it is alive.
Because it sleeps.
Day is when night sleeps. Daylight is cold, harsh, and clear, and lets you think; it is
supposed to let you think. But darkness is self. It is It-self. It wraps and clings. It
smothers. It stifles.
It smells.
It must be alive.
There is no room for any being but darkness, in the dark. If it did not sleep, we
might—go—out.
Sh-h. Don‘t be afraid. It may not like you, but it won‘t hurt you. Its dreams will hurt
you. There are dreams that walk by day that would terrify you if they even breathed
at night.
I wonder if—sometimes—they—like you—can‘t sleep.
I have looked at curtains, carpets, plaster and brick, and seen the sleeping darkness.
There, in a splinter or a pulled thread, you can see the vague shapes of things you
say you imagine. Imagine. No one fears imagination. They fear the dark – the
living, faceless dark. I say faceless. It is faceless, in a sense. The dark has too many
faces to round to one.
One of them is—
Hush.
Someone is here.
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You feel it. We can‘t see it. The dark is thick. It strangles. Your breathing stops,
and I wish it wouldn‘t, because it is true what they say, that silence is loud, and
darkness is its muse.
It suggests a whisper, a footstep. It makes the stillness ring with possibilities.
It makes you wonder.
Perhaps you shut the door. Perhaps you didn‘t. What matters is, you are afraid to
look, but more afraid to turn.
Darkness must be a kind of light. It has to be. Could it be? It blinds. It tricks. It
aches. The Sun can make-believe water on a bare dry road. But darkness can makebelieve light.
You realize things that cannot be. I have felt many eyes that make me itch and
tickle, and felt the strange color in them. There are teeth, and tongues, and long
hands that grasp but never catch.
Your hands are shaking. You are shaking. I almost see it. It is only a worry that
makes you hesitate, that same fear that has nibbled at you since childhood. You
think it is ridiculous that it should bother you now. It‘s only the dark, it‘s only dark;
and you are right.
The darkness cannot hurt you.
You open the door.

A. A Azariah-Kribbs
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We never bury our dead in winter2
We never
Bury our dead
In winter
Winter cheats its dead
The old men
Spit and curse
And bend
Their shovels
Against
The tight-fisted earth.
We never bury our dead in winter
No worst or better
They sleep
On heaps of cold ash
In an ice-block sarcophagus
The dead
Do penance and repent
They weep they dream
Of redemption
And
Resurrection day.
(The angels say)
Sometime late may

2

“We never bury our dead in winter‖ by M. F. Nagel resounds and softly trod on memorial
soliloquy. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah
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I Am the Words of Virginia Woolf
I am the words of
Virginia Woolf
The words that fell like soft back pebbles
Into pebbled brooks
Into the pockets of rivers
Ever
Etching, etching
Out to sea.
I am the hours
In the days of dead moths
And the flower
That grew from the trash heap
In the winter months.
I am the words of Virginia Woolf.

M. F Nagel
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Seeds
(1)

perch in posterity.
Extent is uncertain.

Winters-other‘s wear woolens
I wear words.

(6)

(2)

Fresh wounds sting:
older ones lose bite.
Growth?

Thinking of you, I scrawled
a sentence: velocity
of words gridlocked.

(7)

(3)

Arrogance:
flux of inferiority
in its incipience.

Unilateralism:
anti timber
of togetherness.

(8)

(4)

Peel what you want.
Scaling will spare me
of future strains.

Engaged mind is charming
head always hustling:
horrible to hobnob with.

(9)

(5)

You stalk my mind.
Which cop station
do I call on?

Written words seek

Sanjeev Sethi3

3

Sanjeev‘s ―Seeds‖ is an expression of classicalism and exuberance. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah
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Heat-Struck
1.
The Statue of Liberty turned gray, like a piece of shrapnel.
2.
Linked staircases climb the neck of the stone crocodile, a steel choke-chain. He is a
possession of aborigines, who lease views back to the government at 99 years a
pop. Heat-struck, my wife is convulsing on the trail, throwing ancient white dust
into the air. I can water her, but don‘t, my way of saying: Say silent. I show more
compassion to the poor, dead Tasmanian Devils than I do to her. We have been
married, off and on, for a millennia. We are twinned in reincarnation. It is one of
God‘s jokes. He‘s got trillions of them. He‘s got more jokes than the number of
dollars we‘ve spent in all the useless and obscene for-profit wars engineered by
Dick Cheney.
3.
The Statue turned black, a strip of steak forgotten on the grill.
4.
A contagious cancer threatens the existence of the Tasmanian Devils. It‘s only the
second contagious cancer in history. Warner Brothers contributed money to save
the Devils, because of the cartoon we all love. I feel sorry for the Devils. I puke,
thinking of their contagious cancer. It‘s zombie-like.
5.
The Specialist was on her way. I was going to meet her in the Staten Island Ferry
terminal. She had a medical degree from Johns Hopkins and was also a Jehovah‘s
Witness.

15

6.
My son watches The Walking Dead, cradling his one-year-old daughter in his arms.
His arms are swollen from African drumming. He‘s Bed-Sty‘s only honky djembe
virtuoso. His daughter doesn‘t know what‘s going on, but she hears the sounds, the
zombie snarls, the victims‘ screams and cries. Other than that, he‘s a good dad. I
gave him my commercial-industrial lawnmower, and kept the one I got in a garage
sale and fixed up, which blew up one day. Now I let my lawn grow long. I like it
better that way anyway.
7.
She was going to explain how I could end my suffering.

Mitchell Krockmalnik Grabois
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Wild Swan II
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Wild Swan III

Solomon Omogboye4
4

Solomon‘s works are very pleasing to the eye, yet aggressive and aesthetically powerful!
No beauty shines brighter than that of a good creative Artist. – Artist Carol Brown
19

The Trainmaster's Tinker
I live under a subway line. The wheels strike the track overhead and shake the beam
that serves as the spine to my shack, which in turn, jiggles my belly fat and tosses
my picture frames. Sleep is almost entirely alien to me; I wouldn't know a wink
from a blink and the hundreds that thunder overhead make sure of that daily. I'm
just another rod to shake, another tree to fall, another plot to dig on their way to city
paradise. The trainmaster tells me the state has no outlier; that I am afforded the
same privileges as those that trod on me. He says I can utilize this station under the
subway line to serve the state by servicing old engines, allowing me to domicile
inbound and breathe government air. I take full advantage of my government
luxuries and spend my nights alternating between atrophy and breath-counting. Last
night, I breathed undisturbed for five hours straight. Finally, a cat, or whatever
other creature that prowls under the line with me, broke my count with a loud
shriek. I'd have fired my gun at it if I thought I even had a place outside. But my
place, at least until the trainmaster tells me so, is inside.
The trainmaster told me so two days later. He usually sends word by way of the
post. The formula is: I wake up from the imitation of sleep, ingest a few glass
shards from the toppled pictures in my bare foot as I walk toward my door, open
said door and read whatever piece of mail is stuck to it. Today we have an antique
of rare beauty: the Hibler S0, a model of engine popular at the start of my tenure
here. I've seen enough of its kind to work on it without much difficulty. The tinkers
in the city have no idea what to make of this ―practically ancient‖ machine. The
trainmaster tells me I, alone, am valued for my expertise in obsolete equipment. It's
one of the few, apparent, descriptors of me that I've ever encountered from an
outside source. I feel this alone is why I am dignified to breathe, I may even be
breathing rarified air, and one day I must compose a letter to the trainmaster, asking
him to give me an extensive inventory of the air content down here. I must know
what gases I take in and what gases I must contribute to the overall atmosphere. I've
been told I breathe ―smoke and oil‖ and if I tried, I could ―start a train (providing it
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was outmoded by at least five years) on breath alone.‖ I never wasted time trying
because usually I am given repairs that are limited to the replacement of specific
parts or, simply, jiggling a spot that vitally needs jiggling. I figured even the city
tinkers could figure out how to jiggle a Hibler S0 the right way, so it appeared
down to me to search for what needed replacing.
Sixteen minutes into staring blankly at the Hibler's frame, I believe I sighted a bit
that hung together just a little too loosely. Fortunately, the bit in question had many
clones out in the junkyard surrounding my shack. It's been my prerogative to step
through the potter's field located behind my house and trod softly over the restful
heads stationed there in order to enter the wastes and pick my lot. I never fail to
coincide my travels with the shaky arrival of the 4pm train, so I decided I would
wait beyond my usual time before searching for the Hibler‘s replacement part. I
didn't want to double the trouble of noise pounding down on the strangers interred
outside my house. My opinion is that the ram of the train is just under the loudness
needed to rouse the dead from their sleep (it certainly exceeds the loudness needed
to rouse the living from their rest) and I didn't want to add my power to the train's.
Until my appointed time, I sat and tried to remember myself. My belongings were
no help to this purpose, belonging along with the shack itself, entirely to the state.
The pictures that are supposed to hang from my wall when they are not lodged in
my foot are a gallery of families hailing from the state capital: governor's wives,
commissioner sons, and a judge's god-nephew, I think, who is not only bound to his
uncle by blood but, apparently, also God. When I arrived, I was offered no
information as to how the lives of those that hang on my wall are lived nor how
their freedoms are undoubtedly constrained by living in such close proximity to
each other, on my wall or, even, in the city. The portraits themselves give no voice,
not any I can hear-though once I was staring in the god-nephew's eyes and a cat, or
what have you, cried out. The nephew betrayed no emotion upon hearing the cry.
The state breeds solid people, I think. And if I was to fulfill any stately, or divine,
purpose, I was going to need rest and forthrightness upon waking.
21

My sleeping was disturbed by the 4pm train. Evidently, the state required urgency
and sleep makes urgency not, or so I have to believe, or else my rights are infringed
upon, which I know is not possible with a purpose and a clear technique to my life
so upfront in my mind. I had the freedom to agree to this purpose and if there was a
small time before I could agree, I am sure I was made with this purpose. The
trainmaster has made it a priority to continually remind me so. ―You are a wonder
with the wrench; you wield it as lightly as a surgeon does his scalpel. I believe you
were born to the wrench, you were born to the machine,‖ he detailed to me so
beautifully in a neat letter from seven years ago. I don't quite remember the wrench
at birth but with this letter as reference, my memory saw to producing a tool of
astonishing design curled up in my infant fingers. From what I understand,
wrenches were gifted to special children, made to a clear design. That's what I
could put together when I wondered about it in my mind. I believe my wrench was
jade. I should write to the trainmaster and confirm soon, I thought, as I opened the
door and peeped that something was stuck to it: a letter from the trainmaster
himself. He doubled my assignments. The front of the envelope displayed that a
Neubachen Pf 23, series ...6 was in need of repair. This was a much newer model
compared to the Hibler, it required bypasses of a largely different sort than I was
used to, I figured. This wasn't for me. Puzzled, I opened the letter.
This letter was addressed to a name other than mine but contained most of the
niceties and turn of- phrases I thought peculiar to correspondence meant for me.
Apparently, this person was as ―valued‖ as I was. Which didn't make much sense; I
believed I was the only tinker in the outlying areas of the city. I would need to
respond soon and clarify this whole situation, but state priority is first so I resolved
to write a letter when I returned from the junkyards.
As I stepped out of my door, I caught the presence of that cat, or what have you. It
alerted to its location at the potter's field behind my shack, I imagined it pawed over
sullen heads half-drowned in dirt and light. An exaggeration, for I knew that all
bodies were rather deeply placed ever since the midnight train awoke my conscious
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mind to my occasional nocturnal habit of digging up graves six years ago. I had to
train myself out of walking outside unconsciously. It took immense will to cut the
excess in my actions and utilize only what was needed to go the distance and fix
these machines. Which is why I didn't chase the cat, or whatever, potter's field way,
I circumnavigated the graveyard entirely. It only cost me a bit of skin from my
rump as I raked my body over the tall, old wire fence to the left of my house but I
definitely am still complete enough in body and mind to fulfill my duties.
Nothing else prevented me from my search. Though, I think I got some train-times
mixed up in my mind as I more than certainly heard a second train ride the line
over, I didn't confirm it with my eyes but there definitely was a continued,
stuttering disturbance from above. Weird, I thought, as I wandered the wastes.
I don't believe I've ever had issue with the discarded. The junkyard that practically
fills the outlying rim of the city is brimming with new sights daily. The city, maybe
a bit too discouraging of decay, sends its ailing items to find refuge in the areas
around my home where a new purpose is found for them, where a sun sets
differently on their decomposing frame and an elevation is allowed to take place,
facilitated by me. Usually, when gallivanting for parts in the wastes, I search the
most recent areas of my past excavation. Since the new deposits are always placed
in areas that I just recently freed of a decaying fuselage, bike-pump, or what have
you, I always know where to look for new parts.
There was, in fact, a new addition before my eyes that day: a mostly intact subway
car, lacking only passengers and the inherent noise of motion. A cat may have
called from near the car but I dropped attention to the matter as soon as its potential
source in the cat came to mind.
The junkyard is made by such rarities as this. A subway car in complete form hasn't
been found by me since my first year of tenure as tinker here. My first car was
stripped entirely of the seating; this one seemed to have functional seats, railings,
and at least half a door. This car must have been cured carefully in city storage
23

before being replaced by another item and finding rest here. Its exterior resembled
the trains that took hold of the line just before my time. The part needed to restore
the Hibler S0 to perfect working condition could likely find a clone in this car.
It didn't take long to notice upon entering that I was not alone in the car. The car
contained what I believed to be an anachronism. The Neubachen Pf 23 series ...6's
shiny frame was laying squarely in the car's aisle. This subway car is several cycles
outmoded by the Neubachen, it couldn't have arrived here under the same terms – I
braced myself for another's presence, hoping underneath all anxiety that it was the
trainmaster here to clear my head of worry.
It was another man revealed to me, peeping his head out from under one of the
seats. I ceased then the hope that this was the trainmaster. The man before me
appeared heavy with dirt but light of body, and judging by his eyes focused on me,
clear of mind. I extended my hand and introduced myself as a functionary of the
state. The man replied in turn, saying he was also bound to the state. I told him of
my seven-year tinkering tenure. He told me he just began. I wondered aloud,
proclaiming I was the only tinker outside the city. He admitted that he believed the
same.
I asked if he knew the trainmaster and he said that he did. I challenged him to
produce a paper to this effect on the spot and he quickly furnished a letter. The
letter was addressed to the same man as the letter stuck on my door that morning.
This was the same man. Despite the value in my uniqueness, here was another and
judging from his build and intense focus, a better. I withdrew from the train and
took this to mean the Hibler was out of use permanently in the city. Where I would
find use without the Hibler wasn't decided yet. So, as I always did when there
appeared a rest between functions, I headed for my bed to commence the counting
of breaths in between.
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My way back was beset with none but troubled thought. I thought of the myriad
uses the state might have for the better version of me and the slimming ones they
had in keeping the old me and I found no contentment in this, very severely. With
another to take over my physical duties, would I only be prized for my knowledge
of the old? I must compose a well-worded letter to the train master not quite
complaining but just explaining the overall disagreeableness I find of this turn of
things. It wouldn't help to raise my verbal voice at the keeper of my home at all.
I was relieved to find my home absent of both feline and train sounds. The potter's
field was all that lay between me and my shack. I had lost too much hiking up that
fence, it'd be far better to clutch my wounds and carefully step over those interred
in order to reach balmy insides of my home.
Potter's field was upset. The ground was turned out; dirt lay in clumps around a
particular hole in the corner of the field. Having a letter to compose, I straightened
my head and proceeded to the shack. A cat called from behind and forced my head
to turn around. My eye fell not on the cat but on the near silent approach of a train,
apparently running the line without any regard to its schedule. My knowledge was
going to waste by the very minute. My mind was wasted with it as I suffered myself
to watch with intense focus its imminent arrival over my head. I braced myself for
the cascading sounds that were to come and, by all good sense, should have hit me
by now but the sound was delayed until the train was directly overhead. I turned my
body to focus on its travel away from my shack when I saw a man where one wasn't
supposed to be. The tinker from the subway car was standing outside of my shack.
Finally, proper sense was being made; cuing the overwhelming racket of the train
condensed in a sonic jiggle all about my body as I turn and trip over a dirt clump
and descends an eternity in potter's field.

Justin R. Guiles
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Waiting Rains
'Mwariwoye, what grave sin did we not confess?'
Where art thou tears?
Pour it down the roads of the night vault
Let it soak our dirty patch
Sponging truant conscience
Of these new saviors who shove
kindred into loosened noose
continuing
the same old song from afar
'Mwariwoye, what grave sin did we not confess?'
Where art thou tears
let it out: hysterical torrents
soak our dirty patch
And pot the seed of attrition
in rude city man flesh women flesh
swayed by mini-morals
clothing the old chaste tradition
with everlasting defilement
'Mwariwoye, what grave sin did we not confess?'
Where art thou tears
Heave and groan
Soak our dirty patch
And liberate our African brothers
from the strange gifts
of civilization
who robbed us of our decent name
and milked our holy cows
with laden-mouth that eats man
*Mwariwoye: God

Ojo Taiye5

5

Ojo Taye‘s ―Waiting Rains‖ is a poignant laced Africanism tool that ignites resilience
and Afro consciousness. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah
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Blown Away 6
I'm gonna have lunch with
the sky. It's been way too
long since we got together.
I'll run downstairs through
hallways into bursts of blue.
Perhaps never return to work,
words, paper clips, bookshelves.
Who needs cash when there's
so much green grass to hoard?
Forget about food. I‘ll drink up
sunshine, nibbling juicy clouds.
O sky, you are my solar mate.
We will be faithful always.
Come home now...I will
never look at another.

6

This poem is about the relationship between the poet and the sky, a proof of how nature's
love never wavers. The imagery is deep. – Adedamola Adefolahan
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Pursued7
My dark dreams scatter across asphalt streets. Rain splashes
ebony ink, winds snarling my damp hair. My mind in knots
and snags. Throat dry and raw as I step over cobblestones.
It follows me, this long shadow, waiting to cover me,
to encompass me.
Now I am passing a field. My worn shoes sink into moist grounds.
The soil offers up scents of mild vegetation, promises of spring.
Gusts tangle trees and calls from lost trains resound through night.
It follows me, this long shadow, waiting to cover me,
to encompass me.
I keep climbing a hill. My mind twisted into knots. How can
I breathe? There is no turning back. White walls meet me head-on.
I feel the rough concrete pressing my fingers as I push in.
It follows me, this long shadow, waiting to cover me,
encompass me.
Finally swallowed whole by this black heart of night.

Joan McNerney

7

This is a tale about a restless mind, stalked by unseen imaginations in a land of dreams
and myths. The poet is hanging adrift paranoia and reality. – Adedamola Adefolahan
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First Loves
When I was at boarding school, it was my misfortune to be in love with my bullies.
Their dark suaveness thrilled my bones.
In my second year at boarding school, my form mates and I moved to our main
houses. My main house was Oberoi, known for inconveniently humorous seniors,
their nocturnal preoccupations aided by our sottish housemaster, who only ever
showed up at midnight, drunk, to bemoan his marriage to our matron, and close the
night to the hilarity of ‗his boys‘ with an awful rendition of Auld Lang Syne.
The Sc Formers, the final year students, were desperate to be entertained. We were
fresh meat. They discovered they could capitalize on my creativity and coyness, my
inability to separate fact from fantasy. One of them, shaped like a porpoise, with
little, mean, dark eyes, was especially fond of me – in a satirical fashion.
When prep started, he would summon me to my room. There, he would splay his
bulk across my bed and start massaging his crotch. I assigned no meaning to his
crotch-love. Balls – footballs, basketballs, ping pong balls – were our passion in
boarding school. It was, as a novelist who graduated from our school commented,
all balls.
Deven, the porpoise, would inspect the tuck he had confiscated from our cupboards
– our hidden Pringles and Chocopies. He would shove a fistful of crisps into his
mouth and belch to proclaim his sturdiness – belching and farting were important
indicators of masculinity. Then he would smile widely and insincerely at me.
‗So, Mushroom,‘ he would say – I was Mushroom because of my unmanageable
hair and its resemblance to weed – ―tell me about your girlfriend.‖
The previous summer, I had been daydreaming. Thus, my imaginary girlfriend was
vivid in my mind. She made a romantic figure, slight, curly-haired, modeled on the
antiseptic lady love of Douglas Jardine in Bodyline. Unfortunately, she was
encumbered with the gaps in my imagination. I had never seen porn, not even the
29

sticky printouts of Cameron Diaz my form mates brought back proudly from seedy
internet cafes. And so, till I was in my twenties, I would never realize the bosom
was not one contiguous geographical wonder, that, in fact, women have two breasts.
This discovery struck me with childlike delight. But I am getting ahead of myself.
―So, Mushroom,‖ Deven would say, happily interrupting me, ―Am I right in
understanding this, your, ahem, Aparna, has a square ass?‖
―Of course!‖ I would protest. That a woman could have a rounded bottom struck
me as heretical. It would be years before I discovered Beyonce and the delightful
and always delighted Sofia Vergara.
―And, let me get this straight,‖ he would say, winking at the simpering boys who‘d
gathered around to see me suffer, ―You guys have had sex?‖
―Lots!‖ I would protest, looking him in the eyes.
Even in my daydreams, I had never kissed Dulcinea. I had nicknamed my already
imaginary girlfriend with the name of Don Quixote‘s idealized love, partly because
it brought to my mind a phrase I didn‘t quite understand, but still wanted tattooed
on my forearm: Dulce et Decorum est Pro Patria Mori.
―Dude,‖Deven would say, turning to the snickering audience, ―This guy is full of
shit.‖
Maybe Deven felt bad for what he put me through. Or maybe he wanted to prolong
my suffering. But he decreed, when he graduated, that I get an extra pastry in his
memory every night at the Café. The problem was I had to eat it very slowly in
front of a resentful audience of new final years.
―So you like that pastry,‖ someone would say.
―Yeah, I see you liking it, bitch,‖ another would pronounce, bringing a face ravaged
by frightening house spirit close to my sports-disdaining mug.
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―Yes!‖ I would wail.
But as dashingly terrible as Deven was, he was definitely the lesser of the two evils
I encountered in boarding school.
My great nemesis was a guy named Thud. Inappropriate, since there was nothing
Thud like about him.

He looked like a stained glass angel, albeit an angel

perpetually cold and furious, with angry, red-rimmed eyes. His middle hair parting,
possibly modeled on Di Caprio‘s emotive locks in Titanic (this was 2002),
accentuated his severity.
That year was the last year I showed up to PT, our morning torture in awful,
scratchy singlets, where I exposed my failure to keep time by facing north while the
rest of my squad faced south. Our PT leader, a chubby, misshapen giant, called me
out and spat his fury into my face, spectacularly punctuating his tirade with ‗fucks.‘
We learnt to use the ‗f‘ word to punctuate early on in our school careers. This must
be Thud, I thought, he looked like a Thud.
I was so wrong.
Usually, my ridiculous attempts at physical dexterity ended up with me in the pressup position, palms and feet on the ground, my head taking in the frazzled armies of
ants traversing the arch my body made through canyons of grass. But one day, I
was especially upset, or dazed. And when my housemaster asked me why, I
violated the cardinal rule of school life – Thou Shalt Not Sneak – and said, simply,
through the snot veiling my face, ‗Thud.‘
It seemed very appropriate. A metaphor, a summation, a statement of fact. Thud
happened.
The next morning, scampering past the great staircase in the main building, I was
arrested by a terrible, cold presence. I stopped to look up. Veiled and then lit by the
fickle light, the real Thud made his presence known, slowly stepping down in his
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starched blue shirt and white trousers, his evil eyes boring into mine. He stopped in
front of me and glared.
‗I will fuck you up,‘ he said.
I waited in terror and then with pleasure. But he never did anything. Instead, he
made me aware, for the first time, that he was very much a part of my main house.
Every now and then, more and less often than I liked, I would trip over him as he
sprawled across the floor of the terrace like a ruminating spider, or sidle past him as
he looked across the balcony railing like an attenuated and grotesque parody of The
Blessed Damozel. And each time I crossed his path, his eyes would follow me. And
I could feel his evil grin lacerating my back.
But he never did anything, or said anything. He never even joined in the frequent
serious colloquies about my hygiene and lack of sporting ability. I was known as
Spastic then and later. He never called me anything.
After he graduated, Thud showed up to school one weekend to take part in a theater
production. He dribbled his basketball outside the dining hall with wasted dexterity.
Shattered with love, I tried to impress him with my mumbling affirmations of world
weary cool. He indulged me and my heart flowed.
Years later, just out of university, I would still remember Thud. And write to him.
And he would reply and tell me he remembered me somewhat and that he‘d been a
right bastard in school, something he now (so charmingly) regretted. And the very
defectiveness of his English – our boarding school didn‘t teach us to speak English
correctly, only to curse with great flair – was so touching and sweet that it brought
tears to my eyes.
So he was definitely the greater evil. I still love him

Adreyo Sen
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Francis Oshorenoya David8
8

Francis‘ demeanour of Art floors one with a pattern of warm glory, horizontal images yet
captivating. The paintings; the abstract animation and the provocative movements of
nature express a thousand words. Francis‘ curvaceous ambition with great dimensional
colours that jump off the wall is stunning – very upbeat. – Artist Carol Brown
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Downhill
Distorted by the arc of a shiny tap, the reflection‘s stare seems outrageous and
unfair: a stick-thin arm, long turkey-neck, distant treble-chinned face. But it‘s so
short-lived as to be practically momentary – with a dark body already looming into
view. The creamy overflow running like magma meets the dark wood to form a
circular pool. You must wait for it to settle fully; downward flow of darkness
meeting light, heavy black falling away; white collar forever forming, forever
thickening. Seeking distraction, your eyes follow the activities of a slight barman,
the myriad of his tasks; replenishing ice, dealing beer mats, re-arranging clinking
bottles; all the while thattinycrucifix around his neck falling along its thin neckchain. Your hand shakes. Let it shake. Until the darkness has completely settled.
Until there is absolute harmony. Pure white and pure black. Take a long relieving
mouthful and savour its bitter taste.
The barman is scrawny and mean-spirited. But consistently so. Placing the listing
tower of glasses on the bar, he wipes the beaded sweat from his forehead with a
raggedy old dish-cloth.The same dish-cloth is used to dry glasses held briefly under
a cold tap and rubbed with a dirty sponge stuck to the end of a stick. Having read
your mind, he looks deep into your so-critical eye, the stick/sponge tightly clenched
in one hand, a scum-filled glass in the other. Doesn‘t say a word. You understand
by his snarling expression, by the savagery in his eyes, that if there is any problem,
even a suggestion of one - if you raise so much as a faint whisper of dissent - you
can go elsewhere, with immediate effect. He couldn‘t care less. Best to stay on his
right side. You say nothing. Inspect the floor. But his stare does not waver. It
remains, weighing you up, as the clock tick-tocks, balancing out, well just about, in
your favour.
If not here then an empty house. Rooms rented to indifferent strangers. A cold,
draughty place with the same walls. All seventy-four of them. You counted them
once. Walls that seldom do talk back, unless to say: ―Go right ahead so. What
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difference will it make?‖ To spite them you drain half the pint in one long glugging
mouthful. A bit of it spills down your chin. Order another one quickly. The barman
imperceptibly nods. He places the half-filled glass on the draining board. You
should always have one ready to start before the one you‘re drinking gets too low.
What you like about this place is that nobody here gives a damn about you. They
would rather look through you. They would rather pretend that you are invisible.
You might as well be.
Or go back to the empty house. It will mean having to cook yourselfa dinner. Then
eat it.Afterwards you will have to clean up the mess. Because there is always a
mess. Where there is cooking there is a mess. Dishes and trays and plates and
knives and forks and glasses and cups and bowls – streaked with grease, grime,
filth, food remnants, and bits of unidentifiable matter, which reminds you to buy
more of that cheap washing-up liquid. Usually after dinner and having cleaned up
the mess, there is nothing else to do but turn on the television, be consumed by it –
to forget the mess; especially if the mess was not fully cleaned up. There. You
admit it. Sometimes it doesn‘t get cleaned up properly. Sometimes it gets left there.
Sometimes the kitchen stinks with piled-up dishes so badly that you completely
avoid it by coming to this place.
Always some football matches on in this place or darts, or snooker, or boxing gives
meaning to their lives and distraction from the truth. They wear replica jerseys and
shout at the screen. The players can‘t hear you. You know that, don‘t you?Your
attention floats away from the TV screen.You find yourself gazing at the bar, at the
hundreds of bottles of various colours and designs and shapes nestling together on
ledges against a mirrored background. Navel gazing. Your reflection is right there!
Nestling among the mirrored glass, behind the bottles.You don‘t quite know what
to make of it. Is it an ugly face or a handsome face? Either way it‘s just another
face. One of many. Every so often you adjust your footing on the pole that runs
along the bottom of the counter and pull in your bar stool to allow people get past
without them having to your back.
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Then you order another drink; fish around for change in the deep seas of your
trouser pockets; then stand up for the first time all evening. Feel pins and needles
come and go.
Standing makes you realise the need to take a piss so you negotiate a pathway to the
toilet. As you enter, the urinals suddenly burst into life, fountaining onto the hard
yellow florescent cubes of sweet-smelling disinfectant. They also provide
something to aim at. It is so good to have something to aim at, in life. You laugh at
that quip while pissing onto these cubes, evenly, as if putting out a fire, watching
the resultant steam rise and quickly condense on the dull stainless steel, when you
hear a slow slurring gurgle of a voice.
―Are you deaf or something?‖
You turn your head, just slightly. There‘s an older man standing beside you with
tangled grey hair, features all smeared across his face in a big dollop of drunken
stupidity. Staring right at you he holds his tiny much-wrinkled trunk with two oversized gnarled hands. The whole effect looks like a baby elephant‘s head. Naturally
you try not to stare and don‘t supply a word to him. In fact you‘re completely at a
loss for words. It seems that all the possible words you might have used have
already bolted from this dank toilet and are waiting just outside the door, listening
with idiotic grins and holding up fingers to their upturned lips to stop themselves
from giving away their hiding place.
―Are ya a bit slow on the uptake?‖ he says.
Yougo back to urinating and try to make it come out faster, much faster.All the
while he continues to stare at you, dully, head lolling, mouth opening and closing
like a goldfish. You can tell from the corner of your field of vision that he is not
going anywhere in a hurry. When you‘re finished, you pull up your zipper and step
back from the urinals to tighten your belt. Now he‘sgaping over his shoulder at you
with a deeply furrowed brow, one hand splayed open on the tiled wall, to stop him
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from falling down into the urinals, into all that piss and vinegar, running for the
hole in the ground.
―Hey - I‘m talkin to you!‖ he shouts.
You nod at him, in a good-natured way and leave; he is still leaning over the
urinals. Returned once again to your drink, you briefly consider the strangeness of
the incident. The football fans have all left; their scum rimmed glasses still sit on
the counter. The barman has changed both age and sex into a young and extremely
bored-looking woman. She leans against the register with her arms crossed, staring
into space, doing nothing. With a nod to your near empty pint glass she drags
herself to the taps and pours you another one. All the nuts are gone; you run your
finger along the inside of the packet and lick the salt off your finger. You should
really go, after this one. Clean up the waiting mess, get a few hours of decent sleep,
and maybe even read a bit of that book, the one with every second page dog-eared.
Why are you wasting your time in this kip? Isn‘t it time you got off your fat ass and
did something useful. Join a gym. Start jogging again.
At the far end of the bar, he catches your eye, nods, his glass raised high in salute.
You name him Scourge. Perfectly convinced that he knows you from somewhere
other than the toilet. Scourge nods again and gives you the thumbs-up.You watch
helplessly as he waltzes and blunders his way indelicately through the crowded pub
until he is standing right next to you, his twinkling eyes raining down recognition.
Meanwhile the bar woman wants her money. Her hand twitches with impatience as
you sift through the coins; you think you have it exactly so you do the sum in your
head, adding this coin and that, to her palm as you feel her impatience growing; the
dose beside you is talking into your ear and confusing the count. There, four sixtyfive! And the hand closes on the money. Departs the station and arrives at the
destination, with a jingle of other coins. It is noisy in here now. Voices raised
everywhere; rebounding from the walls and ceiling and seeming to argue with other
unconnected conversations. You are having trouble hearing him.
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―Well, how are you keeping?‖ he asks, giving your back a good hard slap.
You tell him you‘ve never been better. But there is a problem: either because you
don‘t say these words loud enough or because he is deaf, you have to speak up: he
bends right down to meet the words coming out of your mouth. It is such a pain in
the arse to have to repeat something, especially something as inane as the last
statement – but what else canyou do? You hear the words coming out again but
without any conviction. I‘ve never been better! Theyareduly ignored. He is not here
to listen. He is here to talk. And talk at you he will. You can see him getting
warmed up and taking a long draught of stout as you stare at the newly conjoined
reflection.
―Haven‘t seen you in – I don‘t know how long!‖ he slobbers.
You try. You really do. Youtry explaining it to him - that you have never clapped
eyes on him before in your whole life. That you‘re strangers, you even go so far as
to introduce yourself and extend your hand. This attempt is met with a blank
expression and a phlegm inducing spasm that turns out to be his mode of laughter.
He slaps you on the back again, harder than the time before. While wincing you are
told to look down at his feet.You see that he is not wearing any shoes. All he has on
are a pair of thick work-man‘s socks. You can smell the fetid odour, wafting
upwards, of old dried-in sweat. It‘s like a malodorous cheese. Except worse,
because you can see the source of the smell, there‘s no mystery involved. Just his
stinking old half-rotten socks.
―She hides them, stop me coming over‖ he says, while wobbling.
He extracts, from his trouser pocket an enormous handkerchief, coins spill and roll
across the floor as he unconcernedly rubs each hairy nostril of his big red nose
covered in open pores. His two hands splay themselves on the counter. This is the
lull period. His drink soaked brain is trying to think of something to say. Evidently
it‘s too hard. Instead he just opens his mouth; teeth broken and missing, looks all
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around him – as if trying to figure out where he is – as if the words will come out
by themselves. The hands pen you in. They do not look like they are made from
skin and bone; more like they were hewn from concrete. A long inhale through
those freshly cleaned nostrils. It‘s a bit like being slobbered over by a dog, same
heavy panting and bad breath.
―What was the name of the song we used to sing?‖ he asks, squeezing your arm.
He is mistakingyou for somebody else. Despite the impatient explanation it just
doesn‘t register. You might as well be talking to the bloody wall. The song we used
to sing? His imploring look into your eyes, into the back of your cranium, where
your soul has curled up into a foetal position, yields no song title. You shake your
head slowly and very firmly, put your arm around his shoulder, push him away
gently – as if expecting him to float gently off to some other shore. Instead the
house-lights flashing dash him back against the rocks of your total disinterest.
Behind the bar our old friend, the contrary barman, is slowly wiping his fingers on
the dish-cloth and staring at you and your new best friend. The scales are out again.
Opportunity presents itself.
―He‘s not supposed to be in here,‖ says the barman, that steely look in his eyes.
Scourge noses his way under your armpit: the friendly old dog hiding from a telling
off. You have to pull him out of there. Try and straighten him out. A silly smile all
over his bright red face. Guilty by association – that‘s what you‘re concerned about.
You try and distance yourself.
―You‘re barred‖ says the barman.
A hammer blow. It catches him right on the kisser. He sways alright. Oh yes boy –
you see his head duck down, a few beads of sweat flying off him but crucially, he
stays on his feet, he doesn‘t go down like so many others would in his position. He
stays on his feet and not only that but he swings a haymaker of his own, with eyes
closed and mouth screwed into a pout. He says:
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―Michael, I thought we could get over that.‖
The crowd in the pub are suddenly tuned in to this statement. It comes from such a
dark and desperate place that it is greeted with an ironic manly cheer. Oh yes, and
the knock-out punch is his gentle plea for just one last drink. One for the ditch. Just
a small one. You don‘t know the history between these two but there must have
been some kinship in the past, something unknown; because the barman turns and
places a glass under the bulb and a scoop of ice, a reluctant scoop of ice. Except
now Scourge has no money to pay for his drink. The last of his change rolled away
moments ago and it has left him, bereft, sadly bereft. Upon news of this, the barman
is already taking the drink away with a private scowl of satisfaction.
―Make that two!‖ you say, throwing money on the counter.
No sooner has the barman doubled the order and taken your money than he begins
grinning angrily; tells you to get him the hell out of there. Who does this barman
think he is? You are suddenly, inexplicably enraged, on behalf of this drunken
waster who has been pestering you. You are winding up to begin an impassioned
defence of the poor drunken sod when you feel him slump against your shoulder
like a new-born. He drools all over your shoulder and bubbles emerge from his
nostrils. Though still standing upright his eyes remain firmly shut. The
responsibility is now yours to drink both whiskeys, which you perform in quick
succession, following them up with a loud belch of satisfaction that elicits a cheer
from the crowd. They give you directions to his house. It is situated up the road,
near the community hall. Someone hands you his stinking bundle of a raincoat. You
drape it over his shoulders and haul him out the door.
Outside it‘s breezy but neither warm nor cold. Just breezy and quiet, compared to
the pub. It must have rained all through the night. The ground shines in the
lamplight. His socks soak it up as you lead him over the road. At least he‘s capable
of supporting his own body weight. Stumbling steps, detours around parked cars,
steadying against a gable-end, all in all, an epic journey to get him home where you
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ring the doorbell, knock with the knocker, bang with a fist. Nobody answers. There
is nothing else for it – you take out your keys. Select the correct one from the
bunch. Slide it into the hole. Turn it to the left; simultaneously nudge with your
shoulder. The door opens. A familiar smell. You leave him draped across a wicker
chair in the patio room, mouth wide open, snoring softly. When you close the door
his wife comes out, and devours the body – like an octopus that has been waiting
under a rock – with her cardigan wound around her neck. All of her tentacles
catching hold of its prey. You are already on your way down the hill coming close
to the cathedral, when her voice calls after you.
―Would you not come in for a cup of tea?‖
You shake your head. You keep going downhill. There‘s no point looking back at
her. The cathedral bells will start any minute now and you want to be back before
that happens; before those slow painful collisions, before those awful final
deadened gongs of another day all gone. And the question you keep asking yourself
is: How do you know when you‘ve truly hit rock bottom? Because you can keep
walking downhill forever in this town. It slips all the way down into the sea. That‘s
a fact. Anyways, there‘s still that mess to clear up, from yesterday, and the day
before. You really should see to it before bed. Boil the kettle. Roll up your sleeves.
Get stuck-in. It won‘t take long. That‘s what you‘ll do, when you get back. Clean
up the mess. But then you are reminded: there‘s no washing-up liquid. So it‘ll be
tomorrow then.

Brian Coughlan
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Pansiwaa9
The goddess who struts in rocking beads
Ah! So you think the lizard nods for nothing
My Nubian queen of cinnamon skin, fleshy as a baobab
Face of a blossom moon, dispersing stars to an early sleep
Hips of sinuous gestures, floating kapok in the Harmattan Winds!
Pansiwaa, with her lips of zebra stripes, inviting like the froth
of African palm wine
Pansiwaa, her eyes were of the panther‘s, pushing darkness
into a broad daylight
Oh…but for your warmth
I have missed in these wilder nights of lashing coldness
Run my fingers through your fronds of jet black dreads
And have my sorrows drown in the grove of your shrine
I‘ve sailed the seven seas, and felt their turbulence against my skin
This blackness which you nourished with your soothing hands of shea butter
Are now tough like the rhino‘s that only your Salt pond can dissolve
So long my soul has been tramped, muddied in the waters
of lords who never knew me a Negus
A prince, who once surveyed my savannahs of anthills and darting impalas,
Of crouching leopards who felt the sharpness of the warrior‘s spear
But into thy coastal arms I return, through Elmina‘s ‗gate of yes return‘
Thy radiant smile, my bearing found
Thy coconut water, my thirstiness quenched
And in thy gentle breeze a moment restored

Adjei Agyei-Baah

9

Adjei Agyei-Baah‘s ―Pansiwa‖ is fuelled with the lipids of nostalgia as it exudes
pulsating dashed feeling. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah
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Star Chart
Something cosmic
Lighting the centrifuge
Causing a life‘s rotation.
Overhead, these stars
Press a pattern on our minds.
In the lean perimeters of grace
Our day‘s dole out
Small tastes of music.
As the image of the wind
Catches me by surprise
I grow lonely
In the forest‘s center.
By that clear cradle of ruins
The sumac trees tend a fire
In their arms.

Seth Jeni10

Seth Jeni reveals the true beauty of life and how unreachable it is for man. – Adedamola
Adefolahan
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Wind 11
Here I am writing you a love-letter novel in these verses
and you are miles away comfortably asleep in a soft bed
and not all that separates us is wind
in fifteen miles of wind
are blowing petals, blowing verses
of flowers onto your bed
lift a rose that has fallen onto your bed
among a dozen carnations carried on this wind
it's what I have sent in place of these verses
which I cannot give you until tomorrow
now lying here
I would give the sky
and the fire springing around me
to be able to touch with reverence and adoration your pillow
to possibly find a blonde hair which holds the very essence of you
and tie it around my wrist
to keep you always with me
unlike the petals
of the flowers you wear as clothing
your hair around my wrist
cannot be blown away by the wind between us.

11

Robert Beveridge‘s ―Wind‖ stiches horripilation along the pores of the skin as one
reads. This sparkles fire in a mound of love. – Nana Arhin Tsiwah
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Zola Wrote Tarantulas
that hang
upside down
in the web
of your philosophy

so now you lack tampons
and decide to fill me again
utilitarian
tarantula
sex goddess

I can do nothing
but wait for you
to suck me dry
and build my web cocoon

you traded again
when you opted
to tattoo
the red hourglass
on your back

I know tarantulas don't spin
but you don't bite
so it's an even trade

but by then
it was too late
for me

when you chose your spider
in that long-ago drinking game
I should have realized
the way you'd keep me

your food source
your lover
you cocooned vicarious pulse

just as a food source

Robert Beveridge12

12

Robert Beveridge writes of chances lost and regained, until it was all gone. Nothing lasts
forever. – Adedamola Adefolahan
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An Apartment in the City
What was nonexistence like?
Well, any analogy is inaccurate.
I could ask you to picture the heart of a mine at the core of a mountain, to imagine
that feeling if all sensations (the coldness, the stone scent, the sounds of dripping
lime) were removed, but you would also have to imagine that there was no mine, no
rock walls, no mountain to hold the mine, no universe to hold the mountain. And
even then the most important thing to remove from the picture would be the
hardest. Nonexistence cannot be likened to any experience, because anything that I
ask you to imagine involves a relation to something that exists: you, experiencing
nonexistence. There was no possibility of imagining before there was a universe,
because there was no universe for us to imagine, nor an us to imagine it. Those of
us who were there at the start and remember what it was like feel strokes of
sickness and sadness, upwelling touches of nausea, when the new people speak of
pre-birth or death in terms of nonexistence, ignoring the energies and atoms, the
very is at the root of their bodies. Approximation ignores the fact that once
existence was, there could never really be non-existence. That's why I speak of it as
though it was past. Metaphors are betrayals. They carry us farther and farther away
from the thing we miss most.
Why the sadness?
How can I explain it? The universe was, well, an accident.
Suddenly, when we least expected it, we existed and existence was swirling
everywhere around us. Suddenly, there was an us, and we were a part of it.
Suddenly there was Laura on my right, and Amanda on my left, and behind us and
around us were the others who were there at the very beginning, tossed together by
accident. Of course, we didn't recognize it was an accident at first. We were too
shocked. We stood around, embarrassed, baffled, shuffling our feet, trying to
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account for those feet. What else could it be but an accident? How else could we
account the sense of displacement? Who or what would separate us from our native
void? Things would have had to exist for them to exist. Our confusion turned to
sadness, horror, rage, envy directed at past non-selves, feelings made all the worse
as in helpless awestruck silence we watched accident spreading. Immersed in that
startled bath of emotions that follows on the heels of blunder, when the only sense
is that the new half-hallucinatory order of things by all rights ought to be
temporary, I had one agonizing wish: for the universe to melt away, to reverse
itself, become undone, return back to nothingness. Instead it cooled into grim, hot,
sharp-edged solidity.
While the early pangs of existence were still trembling, we found hope in
culpability, the chance that some evil or irresponsible person had caused the
accident. So we formed the firms. We hoped to find that first mote of catastrophe,
anything that would allow us to understand the guilt we now somehow carried.
Loose organizations at first, the firms grew into enormous investigative
apparatuses. Each a sprawling maze of offices, laboratories, archives, these
fluorescent hives became the palaces of our employment. I lived with Laura, who I
had met again when the Earth was cooling. She worked at Amethyst & Power.
Amanda was my partner, and we worked together at Barnacle, Byte & Finch. We
spent days up to our waists in hot, seething stars, tiring our feet in treks across
deserted puffs of hydrogen, poring over Saturn's girdles, probing planets, slipping
over continents, sliding through countries and towns into buildings, stopping by
license plate assembly lines and breweries, running with bug nets through barrens
and fields, interrogating grasshopper legs with microscopes.
Laura and I moved in together. We rented an apartment just outside the city core.
We decided that we would not put anything in it because an empty apartment
seemed like the best way to escape the world of things. With blank clean hardwood
and the blank white walls we'd maintain a little piece of almost-nothing. We slept
on the floor in the dark. Our work clothes remained hidden in closets. We had an
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empty kitchen with an empty, unplugged fridge, an empty bedroom, and, of course,
an empty balcony. Our balcony overlooked the neighbourhoods that rose from the
hills. The business of the city intruded on the balcony with its mess of sounds, its
images in twilight: peach-coloured streetlights, taxi cabs, cats on railings,
pedestrians with clicking heels. We kept the balcony door shut, kept the sight of it,
behind closed blinds, and never set foot on it.
I am convinced our troubles were primed when we tried to ignore the balcony, but
it's probably this tilted wrought-iron table that's to blame. The catastrophe came one
afternoon in April some months after we moved in. I was rushing home so I could
have the emptiness a little to myself before Laura finished work, when I noticed
something sticking out of a trash-heap at the end of a lawn and stopped. It was a
short, black, iron patio table, sitting by the sidewalk.
My breath shallowed. My palms were damp. A crack ran across its lip, as it leaned
to one side, but nonetheless an image was growing in my mind. I gulped. I was
picturing that cast-iron table on the balcony. I was imagining opening the blinds in
morning, seeing the sunlight falling on that table, perhaps a few stray flower petals
from a hanging planter caked to the metal by rain.
The balcony isn't in the apartment, is it? One tiny thing on the outside won't disturb
the emptiness, will it?
I grabbed the table. It was heavy, and I had to carry my briefcase too. Each block or
so I had to put the table down, breath while I sweated through my shirt, as I crossed
the blocks to my apartment. I lugged that table through the lobby, to the elevator, up
to the fourteenth floor. I was frightened, unlocking the door. What if Laura was
there? What would she say? What look would appear on her face, telling me that I
had done wrong? Broke faith with our almost-nothing? Inside the apartment, the
blinds were open. The outside air was free to pass in to the living room. Laura sat
on the balcony, looking down on the streets, not on the bare cement, not even on a
pillow, but on one of two slightly damaged wrought-iron patio chair, placed across
from another, a faded yellow cushion, almost the colour of the flower petals I had
pictured, on each one.
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"I was going to ask if you wouldn't mind grabbing the table," she said, halfshocked, over her shoulder, "It's only a few blocks from here."
She turned around.
That night we didn't eat supper. We slipped into fresh clothes and rushed down to
the shopping district. We stopped at a furniture store and picked out tables and
chairs and a sofa which movers would bring the next day. We bought plates and
bowls painted in Portugal, and bushels of gleaming cutlery, enough to set a table for
six. We filled shopping bags with towels, blankets, and sets of silk pyjamas. We
bought sugar and flour and eggs, champagne and orange juice. When we got home
we dropped our bags at the door and made love on the balcony. The next day, we
sipped our mimosas and took little bites of homemade crepe off our Portuguese
ceramics in the yellow flood of morning, not saying a word, laughing while we
waited for the furniture to arrive.
Walking to the firm the next day, I felt a pressure like a pebble in my shoe. Each
stride felt like a slight misstep. We had spent eons in the tumult of the universe
living in temperance, only making a few necessary concessions to the matter around
us. At last the world had gushed its way in. Those things we had once wished had
never come into being we were now drawing towards ourselves. We became drunk
with possession, like children at an unsupervised party after their first sip of booze.
Months passed. We bought, decorated, furnished. One day I picked up a pack of
cigarettes. Laura purchased two boxes of wine. We sat on our slightly-damaged
patio set, quiet, tired and drunk, watching the city-piles twinkle shoals of sparks. I
forget who spoke first. One of us said that we would live in a larger place one day.
We would purchase a condo, and fill it with book cases, and each shelf would warp
under the weight of our books. We'd decorate the shelves and our cabinets and
tables with porcelain bowls from the import store, filling each one with something
different: clay beads, seashells, beach glass, and stones. We'd own three radios, one
in the kitchen, one in the bathroom, one next to our bed with a built-in alarm clock.
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We'd refurnish the kitchen, with marble counters, tiled floors, a gas stove, a
stainless-steel refrigerator.
Perhaps we said those things. Perhaps desires usurped our hopes. Perhaps we were
seeking death by object, allowing ourselves to be carried away by the things around
us until there was nothing left of ourselves. I remember the lights and the smoke,
the mimosas and crepes, Laura, wine, and the foggy mornings, but words
themselves make such dim impressions on memory. We may not have said
anything.
I like to think that hope was the reason I turned to adultery, hope for escape. I
noticed that Amanda, always plain-dressed, always Spartan in adornment, had
begun to carry gemstones. They followed her like a cloud of dust caught by a
comet's gravity: turquoise earrings, coral beads, rings and bracelets of emerald,
sapphire, garnet, beryl, jade, gleaming in my eye. When our investigations took us
to Bermuda, I found myself always having to glance away from these dangling
minerals that appeared like a halo around her. As I drank deeply from my iced tea
and rum, I found myself fingering the little pearls around her wrist, gently playing
with a necklace of chrysoprase. A reciprocating pair of hands felt the fabrics close
to my skin.
Pink is a colour that I will always associate with Amanda, whether it is on a curtain
or the pink-painted porcelain fold of a conch, a wind-caught cherry blossom or a
sugar-dusted cube of Turkish delight, because it was on the pink sands of a
Bermuda beach that we had our mishap, in a place where the floating long-tailed
shorebirds called to one another above us, and our backs shifted pulverized rocks
and coral beneath a beach towel.
It might have been the waves, those notorious gossips, who passed along the word,
the stream of rumours that fell like flakes of hot pepper into Laura's ears. She had
worked with the ocean at Amethyst and Power, was old friends with the puffins and
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parrotfish, icebergs, typhoons and the Maelstrom. Whenever she spoke to me after I
returned from my trip to Bermuda, her words had the assonance, the sibilant hiss of
slippery sea foam, an accent seasoned with the tones of the waves. Either she heard
their words, or she smelled Amanda on me. She had taken to candle-dipping,
perfume-making, crafting pot pourri. Scent became her niche with the order of the
world. Adept-of-nose, it is possible that she smelled the particles of Bermuda sand,
carried by winds from the Sahara, and knew.
Laura was as sharp with hearts as she was with smells. Instead of volcanic
arguments, she chose the grinding frigidity of glaciers. Our lives now passed
between chill glass walls in our apartment in the city. Yet we did not leave each
other right away. We had both become part of the decor of our apartment, objects
participating in the clutter, things that could not be extracted. The stuff we'd piled in
it, thrift store furniture reupholstered in paisley, red rusty rivets collected on walks
by the train yards that still smelled faintly of iron and tar, the marbles and mallets
and forest-picked deer bones that lined our mahogany shelves, all of that had
become a part of us, as we were of it. Even the air, stuffy in summer, but in fall as
soft and clean as mother-licked kitten down, felt in distinguishable from ourselves.
Yes, it was on account of that place that we bore each other‘s' company. In fact, we
found relief in the new uncrossable silence between us. In a blizzard of things, we
had accidentally discovered a feeling that was the same as what we felt the day we
arrived and agreed to keep our apartment empty. Soon enough, no words were
spoken. The frost itself was something close to what we remembered from before
there was a universe. Even if it was only in the space of emotions, we came home to
a kind of emptiness. We made our separate dinners from groceries separately
purchased. We went to bed at different times. Instead of sleeping together, we
touched ourselves in the shower. Each room was decorated separately. I would
paint one the colour of green grapes and without consultation she coated another in
damask-print wallpaper. Laura bought and framed stretches of vintage gift wrap
that pleased her, and I collected a handful of decorated ostrich eggs. While we both,
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in separate rooms, worked on our books from the firm, our schedules and technical
manuals and reports on the progress of the investigation (which was still going
poorly), I jotted flirtatious letters to Amanda.
Laura was also writing letters, of course. There was a way Laura had of looming in
certain rooms that told me traces of somebody else were hidden in our apartment,
even if it was only an imprint of memory.
I started seeing Amanda more. I was startled by the staccato that appeared in our
conversations, gleeful voids I only noticed for their brevity, submerged allusions
dancing a cetacean waltz under velvet tides of normalcy. There was something
barbaric about our quick, vicious, signifying conversations, about returning home at
the end of the day to the comfort of the nothing I shared with Laura. Amanda and I
made lunches for each other. I cooked bloody red bowls of spaghetti and brought
them to work in thick plastic tupper wares to share with her. We planned trips
abroad in whispers. She bought me a watch that shone like a brass shield, and I
bought her a pair of red shoes as bright as apples, and together we sipped sweating
cups of iced coffee on café patios, where bright flowers spilled purple, red, and
white from their planters. Later we would fall on one another, ripping off clothing,
scattering cuts of expensive fabric on the floor. It made us so happy, and it made us
so sick, to be people together spinning in that way, though a little smudge of wrong
flawed every smile, manifested itself in every slight brush the hair that fell from her
temples.
I awoke shocked one morning, to feel the cool, damp folds of my pillow. I had
dreamt of the first day after atmosphere's arrival, the first time I ever breathed. On
that Precambrian morning I had opened my mouth and spluttered as sandpaper air
scorched its way through branches of my lungs. Laura and I had stumbled around
the world, separated in a storm of falling meteors, only to collapse in what I
assumed would be forever-separate places. But on that morning that both of us
awoke in the same crater of sulphur and obsidian, and confided silently in each
other about the trauma of breath. From that moment on we slept in the same crevice
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of burning stone every day, huddled close together in a snow of ashes, hoping that
this would be all that we would have to go through, that after this burning there
would be no more transformations. No oceans. No continents. No trees and bees
and fishes. And dreaming about this, I had been shocked by my sheets, shocked that
pillows had come true.
The profound wrongness of everything I was doing, everything that I did, struck me
as suddenly as the picture of the table on the patio. I felt bruises from my rapid
conversations with Amanda. I saw the clutter around me. The new people like to
tell stories of a primordial flood as if it was a literal event, as if the true deluge of
the world was a crushing fold of water, and not the rubble of existence, the once
clear mind choking on matter and sophistication, emptiness glutted to burst on a
profusion of detail. We grew so tired of swimming in being that we let ourselves
sink, let waters of material enfold us, let ourselves slip quietly into those depths,
though all around us we felt the pressure mounting.
And now I was tired.
Laura and I broke our long silence in the park by our apartment. Wordlessly we met
and walked beneath the maple trees, which were dropping down their spinning
seeds. There were children in the sandbox, and out of habit we asked them if they
knew anything about the origin of the cosmos. One said it started with a cloud,
another said a planet. A third, a turtle. I looked down at my shoes. Where the grass
met the sand, tiny ants were creeping over a popsicle stick. Laura said that it was
time for me to leave, to take my books and my railway spikes and eggs and my
cast-iron table when I went. She wanted to keep her chairs.
I left my firm, took a job at Houston-Crake and Associates. Amanda and I lost
touch. My new firm had given up on finding who or what was accountable for the
accident, striving instead for a systematic investigation of the nature of the disaster.
Adaptation was their philosophy. I spent seven months perched with a flock of
petrels on ocean-spattered cliffs, floating on gyres high above the sea, and a season
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sampling street food in Thai markets, tasting shrimp cakes and dumplings and
curry. I went to Turkey and studied warts of commercial architecture. I wrote a
short study on varieties of tulip bulbs. I spent a week on the sun, and met an old
woman who lived amid the blazing plasma. She told me that she had learned a lot
from looking at tea leaves. I bought a keyboard at a garage sale and learned to play
jazz piano with modicum of competence.
Years passed. In a fit of mania I quit the firms entirely. I packed everything I owned
in shipping crates and bought a plane ticket to Brazil. I was going to bury my rivets,
my baseball cards, my keyboard, my wrought-iron table, in some place far
underground, a place where I would never have to see them or worry about
somebody else seeing them, where entombed in stone the old rocks and soil would
keep them limited company and one day the tectonic frothing of the earth would
crush them into wafers. I found a cave in the Amazon. Amanda was there. She was
still active in with the firm, investigating Amazonian cave systems, still part of the
original investigation. I told her about my eclectic work. She complimented my
beard.
She told me that everyone was leaving. Those who had been there at the awkward
start were becoming violin teachers, restaurateurs, soldiers. One was a sales
associate at an electronics store, another owned a bank, and one worked the
reception desk at city hall. The lingering firms were making some speculative
statements about the possibility of a guiltless, spontaneous genesis, but almost
nobody bothered to listen. The universe was here, after all, in our faces, dancing on
our skins. We had become wrapped up in the intoxicating daily melee with matter
and, like boxers; enough of us had begun to enjoying ourselves that the blows we
received were less and less an issue. She seemed to think that the exodus into the
world was a good thing. It seemed to me as though everyone was simply slipping at
the same time. We investigated one another on the dry dirt of the cavern floor.
My resolve broke when it came time to bury my things. My possessions came home
with me in crates. There was a letter from Laura in my mailbox. She was popping
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into town for a few days, said the letter, and was wondering if I was interested in
going for an iced coffee, but she had arrived and left in the time I was gone.
To be honest I don't know if I remember nonexistence anymore. It is possible that I
only imagine I do, that I only ever imagined I did, that now I confuse nonexistence
with the nothingness touched in sleep, though that nothingness is frequented by
dreams of craters and rasping atmospheres. But can you see how easily the world
crowds in? How its objects, needs, movements, progressions swamp everything?
How quickly it muffles the quiet? How silence on the subject is the only way that
we have to talk about it?
I couldn't let go of that broken patio table. Some things I managed to part with, to
donate or sell or feed to the landfills. But this I never could. Whenever I look at it, I
feel a little as though I am spinning back towards nonexistence. Laura is there: she
spins too, towards that place, as does Amanda, and the bank-owner, the teacher, the
sergeant, the sales associate, all of us who witnessed the start of the accident. I feel
as if together we might yet meet in a place where there is no eating, or breathing, or
sleeping, where we have no cells in our bodies, no atoms around us, though I know
that this is impossible. Perhaps if I ever die, that will be close to nonexistence,
though I'll die knowing the molecules that made me will continue shuffling through
chains and circles of matter and energy, and the accident will simply trundle on
without my thoughts to tackle it.
No matter how I spin, it seems that what I yearn for will always be far away, like
the glow of a distant city seen at night from a patio. It is so much like a glow, or a
memory of the glow, or a memory of a memory, that feeling I have, fading away as
it slides closer and closer to the unknown, shrinking like birds in the clouds at night
above a pink sandy beach as the sun falls, tumbling like a glass of wine from a
pulled tablecloth, shrinking farther and farther away like a petal on a breeze,
something that travels almost to the edge of nothing, but only ever almost.

Sean McDonell
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Scars
When Mr. Lucas, the chief unit inspector called to query about my last
performance, I was a little upset. The departmental office was silent except for the
desk officer tapping at her keyboard two doors away. Perhaps it wasn't coincidental
as I thought. Tara, the 911 link had gotten two calls hours before; a rape case and a
girl attempting to commit suicide. Team B alpha was sent to the field for this. It
ought to have been Team A, which I belonged but this man had managed to
intercept us, calling for a compulsory interview. The rest of the team was at the
main office waiting their turn. Eager to know what the interview was all about.
I also knew I was not going to like the turn of events, nevertheless, it was the
director's call, and who was I to ignore it?
"I do my job well, it's the only thing I know how to do best sire", I told him when
the interview began.
"Pull out your hands", he said hoarsely.
I watched him jot down something in his notes with a red pen. Red indicated a
negative report, I don't like it. I tried to care less. I stretched my hands while the
machine fluttered continuously, scrawling darts of lines on a paper. (What
fluttered?) My right hand shook.
"Why is your right hand shaking Agent?"
I didn't reply. The red pen again.
"You think your lack of coordination makes you miss your marks?" He asked. He
looked at me directly in the eye; I didn't like the smirk that curled up by the sides of
his mouth. He adjusted his tie and relaxed confidently in the chair. My eyes caught
the dark tie, it made him look ridiculous but that was not my business.
I shook my head, how could I explain that I missed my mark during practice? Agent
Lucy told me the gun was jammed.
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"Let's try this, word association", he began.
I swallowed and looked away. The picture of the commissioner shaking hands with
someone was hanging on the wall, there was a smile on his face, and I tried to count
the number of people in the picture to ease my nervousness.
"No thinking please."
"Trust?" He asked me, expecting an immediate answer. He didn't look up from his
jottings. From where I sat, his hand writing looked like funny little drawings.
"Friend" I replied indifferently.
"Hand...‖
"Touch‖
"Family‖
I didn't answer; he was asking too much, what the hell. I looked down, clenched my
fist and concentrated on my boots. I had worn them in a hurry, grabbing a snack
from the table when my boss called for an emergency operation that morning. It
was a case of a murdered teenager.
"So, what's wrong with family, Joan left you, didn't she? That could affect your
overall performance on the job." Mr. Lucas inquired.
"What! How did you know she left me? And since when does family affect my
performance on the job?" I queried, disgust clearly written on my face. He didn't
seem perturbed.
"Because it's part of my evaluation, your commander couldn't be objective about
that"
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I hated it, I hated the fact that this son-of-a-bitch just walked in to do some crazy
evaluation and use it against me where it hurts. Joan was the least of my problems
for now, she couldn't handle my job, now it's Father. I have him to contend with. He
is sick and I am letting him die in some way. At least, that's what he thinks. This
strategic response officer's job wasn't easy on any one.
"Stay with me Agent!" He barked.
"What do you want to know?" I asked.
"Tell me about your family, you moved to your parents‘ house recently"
"Yes, what about it?"
"You moved after Joan left, how do your parents feel about your job?"
I was getting upset, I opened my mouth to speak but nothing came out, I scratched
my hair and shifted in my seat. He watched me keenly, his pen working swiftly on a
white paper, I saw only darts of red ink scattered across. A sighed escaped my
mouth.
"l can see you need time, let's divert, June 5, 2:43pm, Parkside building, tell me
what happened." He was watching and tapping his hand on the table like he was
singing some kind of beat in his head.
But is this guy serious? My brain rang out.
"It is in the records, I am sure you saw it".
"The human experience told verbatim is very interesting, it tells a lot off the paper."
I was too stubborn to answer, I recalled the scene, my best friend had stepped on a
bomb and blew up himself and I couldn't help him. I struggled to stiffen the tears
welling up in my eyes.
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Mr. Lucas looked up from his paper sternly.
"On that day, your best friend died and you kept saying he should hang on but he
wouldn't listen."
I clenched my fist again. "Yes! I thought we could save him but I guess he knew
better."
"Well? You couldn't, so is that why you have issues at home? Joan must be scared
of losing you, I think your father too."
I managed to squeeze out a laugh, oh damn, he got me. He got me. I sniffed. This
man is good at getting answers but since he is so good, can he shut up now?
"My father is sick, he accused me of letting him die faster, when John died, old man
said I was going to die soon too and that he couldn't handle…"
"Why the accusation?" He cut in.
I straightened and managed to say,
"Because he wants me to quit my job but I can't."
***
Joan was in the other room attending to the baby; most times she got angry that I
wasn't there when he was born. I was somewhere else fighting wars waging inside
my head and on the field.
My boss had walked in on the interview and demanded Mr. Lucas to release me, he
was taking more time than usual and there were piled up cases to attend to. I have
no idea why he was so interested in my life story; it was clearly a no for me. The
day's task was hectic.
I stepped into the room, watched her for some minutes, thoughts running through
my mind. The last we met, it ended with her slamming the door on my face. She
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didn't even let me in; she had simply asked ―have you reconsidered?" And I had
replied, ―no" That ended it, not even pleas to see my son worked, it fell on deaf
ears. I know she loves me, she hated my job and needed to see more of me at home
but I wasn't ready to quit the job that's also a part of my life. I sighed and walked
towards her, I silently wished she would let the obvious conversation pass.
"So are you quitting?" She asked suddenly. I could smell baby powder; she was at
the dressing table cleaning off her hands with tissue paper. Joan never liked the
baby oil lingering on her hands for long, she once told me the smell made her feel
nauseous.
I didn't answer. I picked up little John on the bed, he was sucking away at his
fingers and he looked quiet except for his occasional giggles. I planted a kiss on his
forehead, he squirmed, a smile formed on his face.
Joan would have none of it, she tugged at my shirt angrily, I had come because she
needed me to visit the hospital for John's post natal checkup. What more could she
want?
"I am not quitting, not anytime soon" I replied.
"Why, half the time, you are not here, you are somewhere else!" She stared hard at
me with tears in her eyes, I looked away. She folded her arms across her chest
waiting for my response but I was rooted to one spot, I couldn't think, I opened my
arms and tried to embrace her, she pointed a finger to indicate I shouldn't come
anywhere close to her. She had on this sexy defiant pout, the one that formed on her
lips whenever she got upset. I think that pout was one of the things that got me
attracted to her. Father's complaints were enough to contend with, Joan's case was a
call for attention.
She didn't understand how important the job was to me and how hard I tried to be
there. I had joined the strategic response to crime unit when I had an accident on the
train and ended up the only survivor. I tried to save people but couldn't. I was
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helpless and in pain until the rescue team came. The day I stepped outside the
hospital, fully recovered, I vowed to join the force and try my best to save lives.
Joan didn't understand this or maybe she chose not to. Though she left, she wouldn't
tender a divorce just yet. Perhaps, she felt if she talked to me just one more time, I
would heed.
"Joan baby," I came closer anyways and quickly planted a kiss on her lips, she
wouldn‘t kiss back, it didn't matter.
"We have been through this over and over. There is nothing else I can do than this
job, it keeps me alive!"
"You can do something else! A regular job, so you can be there for us" She looked
at John and back at me, I could sense the anger in her voice like she knew what next
I would say.
"Something like what?" My voice was rising. She brought it up every time, to
accept an offer as a clerical officer in a high tech company. What a downturn.
My pager beeped red, alert.
"I have to go"
She didn't answer, turned her back to me, picked up her brush and started to comb
her hair. I missed how I used to snuggle up beside her in bed and sniff her hair. I
reached out to touch it but she wouldn't let me, she backed away violently.
"I would be back, would meet you up at the hospital." I walked to her and placed a
reassuring hand on her shoulders before leaving. She didn't say a word. I knew I
needed to do something fast before I lost her too.
***
There were already two casualties in the cross fire inside the mall, one of the mall
attendants had struggled with the subject. I stood my ground on a spot, sniper rifle
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in hand. My right hand started to shake and I wondered if at command, I would be
able to get a clean shot at the subject if it called for it.
―Stand down agent, subject has a victim, stand down‖ My earphone rang.
―Copy, stand down, copy.‖ I replied.
I squatted and watched the scene. The subject had a lady and her son; they were
approaching the police van but entering a car. There was little we could do as the
lady and her son could get shot in a cross fire. Civilians first, says the first rule. I
thought I saw a vantage position to shoot so I called out.
―I have a shot; I have a shot, good point. Do you copy?‖
―No! It‘s too risky, let them walk‖, came the reply. I hissed silently as the van
pulled away.
―Shoot the tracker on the van, we can monitor his moves‖ the voice said through
my earphones. It was my boss. He sounded stressed. We heard his doctor told him
to take a three week break from the job but he wouldn‘t. He reported to duty the
second week. He said he couldn't sleep knowing there was someone out there who
needed saving. His wife was late and with his only son off to college, he may have
been lonely. The job kept him busy.
I gave a clean shot at the van and relaxed. The work had just begun. My eyes grew
dim and I thought I saw John‘s face beside the mall, I kept seeing him from time to
time. His death had made a stamp on my heart. I swore to be better at the job than I
ever was.
I was lost in thought and didn‘t hear a footstep approach, the next thing I heard was
the sound of gunshot, and my voice rang out a shriek as my body jerked to the pain
on my stomach. For some seconds, I could only think about Joan and the baby as I
slipped out of consciousness.

Eniola cole
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AFTERWORD
1.
Words? What have we thought of them?
Dark? Empty? Structured consciousness, or apposite transcripts of ―non/relatable‖ and,
or, intuitive sensibilities? Or yoked crusts of staccato sentiments, breathe into sense by
the import of decades of flourishes. Words: detective nuisance in pragmatic skeletons.
In Stephenson Muret’s “Dark Empty House‖ words sidles past the ―decrepit siding‖ and
―crumbling gables‖ past the ―vestibule‖ and ―comforting carpet‖, ―mist‖ and ―rot‖, pass
the ―front door‖, and pass the discerning reader, like fine blades prompted by a gentle
gale, cutting through private spaces, but not without betraying paranormal sensibilities
that have hid within the impartial graces of fine and unusual prose concealing as
Bandages of Existence.
2.
Existence. What is it like?
Sean McDonell asks absent unthinking considerations. Like Angelina Fuse’s “Staircase
Life‖,

circuitously

dishonest

by

its

pretentions?

Or

like

the

intemperate

acknowledgements of bonds forged within the dark sourness of broth tapped within
―scum-rimmed glasses‖. Or Perhaps Sean’s question of Existence is Coughlan’s ―mess
that doesn‘t get cleaned up properly.‖
Or perhaps it is likeable to an outwardly unending vastness, running in a ―creamy
overflow‖ or like dark magma, ‗Downhill', ―falling away,‖ like ―a white collar forever
forming‖ in the creases and recesses of forgettable indulgences - ―forever thickening,
forever replacing‖.
Existence perhaps is structured nothingness. Brian Coughlan’s discussions of it as one
being at the ―rock bottom‖ of asphyxiating ―mess‖ seem an absurdist metaphor. Like the
ineffaceable relevance of Sean’s ―broken patio table‖ accident
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3.
Absurdist?
Like Sean McDonell’s question of Nonexistence, it is a boundless question, needing
relatable references - ―things that would have had to exist before they exist‖ – to solve,
getting derisory answers that are themselves portcullis of inquiries. Indefinable in outlook
and infinite in revealing it is almost a precursor to indefinable mysteries such as A.A
Azariah Kribbs ―sleeping darkness‖ or ―walking dream‖.
4.
Mystery is Man. And the surrounding metaphors.
Like the ‗Dark Empty House‘ thought to be commandeered by insidious evil. Like the
unanswered call of the deep that resonates from the heart of man as his nemesis. Mystery
isn‘t esoteric, a force divorced from the generic. A Metaphor maybe abstruse, but also
intrinsic and discoverable through a journey in petrifying dark ―Closets‖, one for which
man must ―open a door‖.
5.
Metaphors
Sean McDonell calls them Betrayals. ―Carrying us ‗farther and farther away from the
thing we miss most‖. Existing. Understandable by conception of emptiness. Or feel of
Darkness engulfing. Observable like shimmers glowing down a sweaty tumbler. Like
words splattered extravagantly across smooth spaces.
6.
Words
Are answers entwined in an ebullient crusade at revealing. Like that ―iron-door latch‖,
―broad stairway‖, ―penny candlestick‖, ―bare walls and naked floors‖, words are
drawbridges to the existence that births them.
Damilare Bello
Co-founding Editor, Lunaris Review.
Co-founding Editor, Lunaris Review.
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS FOR ISSUE 5
―The truth of poetry is to paint the human soul truly: the truth of fiction is to give a true
picture of life.‖ – John Stuart Mills
Lunaris Review: a journal of Art and the Literary, is opened for submissions for its Fifth
Issue. It seeks unpublished original works of fiction, non-fiction, poetry and visual art.
Kindly visit our submissions page http://lunarisreview.com/journal-submit for guidelines
and our Facebook page Lunaris Review for further details. All submissions should be
mailed to africa@lunarisreview.com
―Art is sudden, almost forceful in creation; its offerings are subtle, but never transient.‖
– Dami
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A CALL FOR SUBMISSION FOR AN HYBRID GENRE
If life were to be an Artwork, in the strictest sense, then Literature would be its perfect vessel – the
faultless carrel, or the impeccable tome of its creative story – holding together the priceless heritage
of its metamorphosis through time.
Its priceless heritage are never off-the-cuff gospels etched in memory by scrawls of impatient
musings, neither are they stand-alone despite the uniqueness of their productions. Genres are
structures erected to add a modicum of appropriateness to the already apposite revelations. Reason
why the concept of a single truth is fanciful at best, and at worst treacherous. The genres are but
pliable lines drawn as obeisance to the mandates of order and time and academic influences. But
beyond this fickleness is a structure of harmony, inter-textual patterns and intersecting points
arrived by their similar ethical trajectories and preoccupations: Ostensible differences that become
golden measures when made into composite.
Only if this composite between Art (visual) and Art (writing) is achieved.
Lunaris Review tries itself on the threshold of pushing across frontiers to not only break even, but
break grounds. It is a journal established to bridge different fronts in literature, and other aesthetic
(literary) approaches to life. This has been its creed, to share creativity, and in the sharing
harmonize creativity beyond the individuality of its methods, genre and production into a single
entity that can be worthy of the tag Art – complete without subtle insinuations at a sub/category.
In view of this, Lunaris Review has decided to engage story-telling (fiction, non-fiction and essay)
or poetry in relationship with Artworks (visual art, photography and other graphical representations)
to achieve the best, total and unhindered purgation and demystifying of reality achievable.
Starting from the next issue (Issue 5), Lunaris Review would be publishing Hybridized works (as
supplements to each issue) of genres comprising of prose/poetry and photography (artworks), not as
standalones, nor intersecting works, but original whole, complementary of each other and itself as a
complete work of art.
We hope this step holds ground in future discourses of Literature and Art and Aesthetics as a force.
We hope you our readers enjoy each Issue as you have always done and each supplements to it.

Editorial Team, Lunaris Review.
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